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Project’s Cash Flow

n A B C
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Incinerator A Incinerator B

Installed
cost $1,200,000 $750,000

Annual
O&M costs $    50,000 $  80,000

Service life 20 years 10 years

Salvage
value $     60,000 $  30,000

Income
taxes $     40,000 $  30,000

6.37 Travis Wenzel has $2,000 to invest. Usually, he would deposit the money in his
savings account, which earns 6% interest compounded monthly. However, he is
considering three alternative investment opportunities:

• Option 1. Purchasing a bond for $2,000. The bond has a face value of $2,000 and
pays $100 every six months for three years, after which time the bond matures.

• Option 2. Buying and holding a stock that grows 11% per year for three years.
• Option 3. Making a personal loan of $2,000 to a friend and receiving $150 per

year for three years.

Determine the equivalent annual cash flows for each option, and select the best
option.

6.38 A chemical company is considering two types of incinerators to burn solid waste
generated by a chemical operation. Both incinerators have a burning capacity of
20 tons per day. The following data have been compiled for comparison:

If the firm’s MARR is known to be 13%, determine the processing cost per ton of
solid waste incurred by each incinerator. Assume that incinerator B will be avail-
able in the future at the same cost.

6.39 Consider the cash flows for the following investment projects 1MARR = 15%2:
0

1 1,000 1,600 1,800

2 1,800 1,500 1,800

3 1,000 1,500 2,000

4 400 1,500 2,000

-$5,000-$4,000-$2,500

(a) Suppose that projects A and B are mutually exclusive. Which project would
you select, based on the AE criterion?

(b) Assume that projects B and C are mutually exclusive. Which project would
you select, based on the AE criterion?
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installments at 7% interest. As an alternative, the machine can be purchased for
$46,000 in cash. If the firm’s MARR is 10%, use the annual equivalent method to
determine which alternative should be accepted.

6.18 An industrial firm is considering purchasing several programmable controllers
and automating the company’s manufacturing operations. It is estimated that the
equipment will initially cost $100,000 and the labor to install it will cost $35,000.
A service contract to maintain the equipment will cost $5,000 per year. Trained
service personnel will have to be hired at an annual salary of $30,000. Also esti-
mated is an approximate $10,000 annual income-tax savings (cash inflow). How
much will this investment in equipment and services have to increase the annual
revenues after taxes in order to break even? The equipment is estimated to have an
operating life of 10 years, with no salvage value because of obsolescence. The
firm’s MARR is 10%.

6.19 A construction firm is considering establishing an engineering computing center.
The center will be equipped with three engineering workstations that cost $35,000
each, and each has a service life of five years. The expected salvage value of each
workstation is $2,000. The annual operating and maintenance cost would be
$15,000 for each workstation. At a MARR of 15%, determine the equivalent an-
nual cost for operating the engineering center.

Unit-Cost Profit Calculation
6.20 You have purchased a machine costing $20,000. The machine will be used for two

years, at the end of which time its salvage value is expected to be $10,000. The
machine will be used 6,000 hours during the first year and 8,000 hours during the
second year. The expected annual net savings will be $30,000 during the first year
and $40,000 during the second year. If your interest rate is 10%, what would be
the equivalent net savings per machine hour?

6.21 The engineering department of a large firm is overly crowded. In many cases, sev-
eral engineers share one office. It is evident that the distraction caused by the
crowded conditions reduces the productive capacity of the engineers considerably.
Management is considering the possibility of providing new facilities for the de-
partment, which could result in fewer engineers per office and a private office for
some. For an office presently occupied by five engineers, what minimum individ-
ual increase in effectiveness must result to warrant the assignment of only three
engineers to an office if the following data apply?

• The office size is 
• The average annual salary of each engineer is $80,000.
• The cost of the building is $110 per square foot.
• The estimated life of the building is 25 years.
• The estimated salvage value of the building is 10% of the initial cost.
• The annual taxes, insurance, and maintenance are 6% of the initial cost.
• The cost of janitorial service, heating, and illumination is $5.00 per square foot

per year.
• The interest rate is 12%.

Assume that engineers reassigned to other office space will maintain their present
productive capability as a minimum.

16 * 20 feet.
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